Automatic surface inspection has been used in the industry to reliably detect all kinds of surface defects and to measure the overall quality of a produced piece. Structured light systems (SLS) are based on the reconstruction of the 3D information of a selected area by projecting several phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns onto a surface. Due to the high speed of production lines, surface inspection systems require extremely fast imaging methods and lots of computational power. The cost of such systems can easily become considerable. The use of standard PCs and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) for data processing tasks facilitates the construction of cost-effective systems. We present a parallel implementation of the required algorithms written in C with CUDA extensions. In our contribution, we describe the challenges of the design on a GPU, compared with a traditional CPU implementation. We provide a qualitative evaluation of the results and a comparison of the algorithm speed performance on several platforms. The system is able to compute two megapixels height maps with 100 micrometers spatial resolution in less than 200ms on a mid-budget laptop. Our GPU implementation runs about ten times faster than our previous C code implementation.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic surface inspection has been used in the industry to reliably detect all kinds of surface defects and to measure the overall quality of a produced piece. For many applications, the most convenient inspection method consists on the employment of a measurement technique capable of providing exact 3D information. Structured light systems (SLS) are based on the reconstruction of the 3D information of a selected area by projecting several phase-shifted sinusoidal patterns onto a surface. In SLSs, an imaging device captures high quality images of the surface and recovers the 3D information with the use of image processing techniques. As an area-measuring technique, a fringe projecting method produces a topography map in principle faster and with more accurate location/patch resolution than the traditional distance measuring based on laser beam. Converting the measured raw data into height information is however significantly more complicated and computationally heavier when compared to the traditional laser triangle measuring.
Due to the high speed of production lines, surface inspection systems require extremely fast imaging methods and lots of computational power. The cost of such systems can easily become considerable. The use of standard PCs and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) for data processing tasks facilitates the construction of cost-effective systems. Using GPUs to perform computationally intensive tasks has become popular in many industrial applications. As GPU computing is well suited for parallel processing, it is also a very interesting solution for accelerating image processing solutions. Traditionally, the GPU has been mainly used to accelerate certain parts of the graphics pipeline such as geometrical transformations. General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) is the technique of using a GPU to perform computations that are usually handled by the CPU. The GPU inclusion of programmable stages and high precision arithmetic allows developers to use stream processing of general data.
In this context, we evaluate the use of structured light and sine projections for computing the surface topography of a moving object to measure its roughness and dimensions without touching it, allowing a continuous measurement of a moving target. Our work describes a method for obtaining accurate 3D measurements in real time using an SLS based on an iterative phase measurement algorithm and phase unwrapping.
In this context, we present a moving surface topography measurement system based on the projection of white structured light and the use of an 8bpp grayscale camera. Our contribution includes the description and evaluation of the measurement method. To demonstrate the functionality of our methods, our reconstruction software has been integrated in a prototype that has been constructed in the VTT Oulu Research Center. Figure  1 depicts the measuring prototype attached to the measurement subsystem that integrates our software. The implementation of the most expensive parts of the algorithms on a CUDA-capable GPU platform provides the desire real-time performance to the system. The article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the principles of 3D surface topography based on structured light systems and the different techniques found in the literature. Section 3 discusses the characteristics of the measurement prototype and the image acquisition system. Section 4 explains selection and the offline implementation of the algorithms used for the reconstruction of the surface topography and how they fit in the imaging framework. Section 5 presents the tests and qualitative results of our methods while measuring different surfaces. The implementation of the critical parts of the algorithms with attention to scalability, quantitative examining and performance analysis when applying graphics cards computing in topography computing are presented in the Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the article and shows future directions.
TOPOGRAPHY MEASUREMENT
Phase-shifting methods based on fringe pattern projections or structured light have been extensively utilized in topography measurement. They can provide for high resolution height measurements on each pixel. These methods can be used to measure complex surfaces since they are robust against ambient light and surface reflectivity variations.
1 Various phase shifting algorithms can be found in the literature, 2 including three step, 3 , 4 four step and least-square algorithms.
On an SLS, the main part is the illuminator that will project a sine pattern on the moving target in a synchronized manner, allowing the camera system to obtain the input pictures to our reconstruction software. In our design, the illuminator is synchronized to secuentially project several sine patterns onto the target in a non-perpendicular manner. The shape of the sine patterns has been corrected according to the designed optics and geometry. The illuminated area contains a non-patterned section on one of the sides, which will be used to compute the displacement of the moving target between two frames. This scheme is used in a pulse-like illumination and synchronized camera subsystem that will take pictures at a certain known rate. On the input pictures, the target surface has a pattern of projected sines with different phase. The equiespaciated case provides the best performance, e.g. 120
• for a three pictures scheme. Using this scheme while measuring a moving object, an increment in the wave period Δt is proportional to an increment in a longitudinal displacement, Δl. Figure 2 shows the measurement geometry of the sine projection method. The sine pattern illuminator projects a sine on the top of the measurement surface. The camera subsystem obtains the input images that will be used to compute the height map. In the simplest case, the camera takes at least three pictures of the moving target that take the following form:
where I 1 , I 2 and I 3 are the picture intensity values, i is the camera pixel-index, I 0 is the original intensity, m is the modulation amplitude, φ is the defined phase shift and δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 are the phase displacements for every picture. If δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 are known, then φ can be expressed as:
When φ is known, the height of the profile Δh can be obtained according to:
where Λ is the period of the sin pattern and α is the arrival angle of the sine respect to the surface normal.
In practice δ 1 , δ 2 , δ 3 are not known in beforehand and they have to be defined from the pictures by the registration of the unprojected part of the images, for example by using a correlation method. To determine the height map in a robust way, the phase average can be computed iteratively by, for example, the minimum least square sum error method.
MEASURING PROTOTYPE
To demonstrate the functionality of our measurement methods, they have been incorporated into a prototype developed in VTT Oulu Research Center. The prototype is comprised of a sine projector that integrates a LED illuminator with the projecting optics, a fast image acquisition subsystem and a motor that is able to move the target surface. In the prototype, an ATMEL Atmega 128 microcontroler synchronously activates the projection LEDS and the camera shutter simultaneously, and regulates the motor that moves the surface sample. Figure  3 (a) presents the mechanical structure of the prototype and Figure 3 The function of the projecting optics is to show the sine pattern of the grid on the surface that is being measured. The performance demands of a projecting objects drawing ability depends on the height resolution being pursued. When aiming for under one micrometer height resolution, the sine pattern's period must be around 100 micrometers or below, therefore projecting optics must be able to draw at least 10 line pairs in a millimeter. Table 1 shows the requirement specification of the projection optics. The purpose of the illuminator is to light the sine-patterned grid as evenly as possible and with good efficiency. Figure 4 (a) depicts the optical structure of the prototype with the intended projections. The source of light was chosen to be 9 pieces of K2 RED LEDS made by LUXEON. To ensure good efficiency, a collimating lens was used in front of the leds. A collimating lens gathers the light leaving the LED in approximately ±30
• opening angle and directs the light to about ±5
• angle. A collimated light beam is divided into three channels with an illuminating tube that at the same time evens the light distribution spatially. At the other side of the light beam is a sine patterned grid.
The sine patterns projected onto the measured surface are photographed three times with a matrix camera. The chosen camera is a Scout scA 1600-14gm camera made by Basler. Its spatial resolution is 1628 x 1236 pixels with a physical size of 4.4 μm x 4.4 μm. A telecentric optic (TC1236) made by Optosigma was chosen for the camera. The pixel size in the target is 30 μm.
The camera connects the computer with a GiGE connection and obtains images with a maximum shooting speed of 17 shots in a second. Figure 4 (b) presents a typical input frame with 3 projected sines with different phases projected onto a target surface. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION AND ALGORITHMS
A height map computation algorithm needs to go through several stages, each of which can be treated as a separate problem. These stages have been case of study of their own, and several solutions can be chosen to deal with the needs of a complete algorithm. Figure 5 shows a multi-stage scheme of a height map computation algorithm. As stated in the previous section, the input of the height map calculation consists on three sine projected images, whose phase shifts are initially unknown. In the first stage, the pictures are registered together using a small surface area that does not contain sine patterns. After identifying each correspondent tripet of pixels, the sine patterns phase shift Δ and the difference of phases of each pixel triplet φ are computed using an iterative method. As it can be seen in the equation 4, the phase acquired by phase calculations is folded between the value interval [-π, π]. Therefore, the phase must be unwrapped by adding a π's multiple to derivates discontinuity. Finally, the phase aligned signal is modified into height according to the to the equation 5.
Automatic calibration method
To increase the robustness of the system by adjusting the phase shifts between frames to the ideal equiespaciated case, an automatic self calibration method has been integrated in the system. Our method is able to compute the linear displacements between frames with an image registration algorithm based on phase correlation. To detect the shifts between consecutive frames, a small section on a side of each frame is illuminated without a pattern that could distort our measurements.
The reference algorithm selected for the computation of the correlation between frames is based on the recent image registration described by Vandewalle, 5 a direct method which has many advantages. It is computationally fast and very robust against blur and image intensity changes. This method uses a frequency domain algorithm to estimate the motion parameters between the reference image and each of the other images. In our case, since the movement of the sample is unlikely to contain rotations, only planar motion parallel to the image plane is computed. A frequency domain approach allows us to describe the motion as an estimation of the horizontal and vertical shift. The shift of the image parallel to the image plane can be expressed in Fourier domain as a linear phase shift. The shift parameters can thus be computed as the slope of the phase difference.
The computed values allow the system to automatically tune the motor displacements to obtain the maximum phase shift possible between frames. Thus, the system gradually improves the results on subsequent frames, reducing the number of required iterations.
Iterative phase map computation
The phase extraction function is coded based on the Advanced Phase Shifting Algorithm (APSA), 6 which belongs to the iterative algorithms category. To compute the phase map from the three input samples, an estimation of the phase difference is made based on the intended phase displacement of the design and the displacements calculated by the automatic calibration method by cross correlating the unpatterned area of the image. In this algorithm, first the phase of a pixel is extracted based on the values of the three pixels from the projected patterned inputs and the estimated phase shifts, e.g. 120
• . In the second phase of the algorithm, the average phase of the image is computed by adding together the values of all the pixels of the surface's region of interest (ROI). If the results are convergent and smaller than a threshold, the computations are over. If not, the phase is extracted again using the computed average phase shifts.
Phase unwrapping
Phase Unwrapping is the process of reconstructing the real phase shift and the propagation delay of a sample from the measured 'wrapped' representation which is ranged between -Π and +Π. Several algorithms for twodimensional phase unwrapping have been studied. A compilation of the most important methods and their applicability to our application can be found in the survey presented by Song. The primary selection criterion for picking and algorithm is the quality of the unwrap for the data available. If we only consider quality, the Minimum Lp Norm algorithm 7 produces very good results with the expense of a high computation time.
However, Arevalillo 8 presented a fast two dimensional unwrapping algorithm based on sorting by reliability on a noncontinuous path. The technique is one of the several algorithms based on the unwrapping of the mostreliable pixels, but is not restricted to continuous paths. It presents fewer difficulties in defining a starting pixel. The technique described by Arevalillo uses a different type of reliability function and does not follow a continuous path to perform the unwrapping operation. The method, applied on the data set captured by our prototype, has been experimentally found to offer sufficient quality and needs about ten times less computations than an Minimum Lp Norm algorithm.
Surface fitting
The surface fitting operation uses a least square root minimization method to fit a surface to the reconstructed phase data. The result is the average plane that is closer to the computed phase map. The height of each pixel is then computed as the difference with the reference plane. This difference is directly proportional to the height of each point calculated, therefore, the surface fitted map can be considered the height map of the surface.
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
To test select the most suitable algorithms and to test the validity of our methods, a small database with images of several surface targets has been compiled from the samples collected on the real measuring prototype. The correctness of the algorithms has been tested offline to meet the desired height map quality.
Testing environment and offline testing
At the first stage of the project, the algorithms of sine projecting techniques were tested in an off-line manner in VTTs test environment by shooting sine projecting pictures first by using a camera and calculating the topography maps in an off-line way using MATLAB software. The sine period used in the shooting experiments was 250 μm and the moving speed of the surface was 0.3 m /min. Figure 6(a) shows a topography map and the surface's height profile variation when measuring a 10 cent coin. Second, the functionality of the method was tested in defining the height of printed electronic's conductor pattern. Figure 6 . Different samples and measurements of our algorithm using offline computations.
Real-time measurements
Real-time surface topography calculation was demonstrated in the VTT laboratory by measuring the surface topography of MDF-fiberboard. Example pictures of the sine projecting patterns captured using the system and the real-time topography map calculated from the sine projecting patterns can be seen in picture 7.
(a) Real sample and 3D map (b) Three dimensional representation Figure 7 . The optical structure of the prototype (left) and a real illuminated sample.
User interface
The 3D computing library is integrated in the image capturing software. The image capturing software shows the captured frames, the correlated ROIs of the target and the computed surface map. Figure 8 shows a screen capture of the User Interface during the surface computation of the MDF-fiberboard sample. The pink squares represent the regions of interest in the input frames. The resulting 3D map can be seen on the right. Below the map, the values of the average phase shifts and the correlations between frames can be seen. On the lower row, the last three input frames that were used to compute the 3D map are presented. 
GPGPU IMPLEMENTATION
When aiming at industrial applications of a surface inspection methods, it will often be required to provide for a fast method that can continuosly sample large amounts of different target surfaces. The high speed of production lines, require extremely fast imaging and computational methods. Graphic Processing Units included in modern PCs provide for a cost-effective and scalable alternative to the more traditional specifically tailored systems.
In this context, we have developed a parallel implementation of the required algorithms written in C with CUDA extensions, which makes it practical to be employed for real-time measurement systems that can be used on industrial applications. Our implementation speed performance is also compared with a typical CPU implementation.
When choosing a suitable platform for speeding up computations in a reliable manner, the choices are essentially limited to the ones that offer flexibility and stable developing tools for various platforms. In our case, we have chosen a vendor specific solution, such as CUDA of Nvidia, 9 since it has proven to be stable and documented for the purpose across the recent years.
CUDA is a parallel computing architecture for NVIDIA graphics processing units. The CUDA programming model is described as Simple Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT), which means that the same operation can be executed in parallel in a transparent way for the programmer. To code algorithms for execution on the GPU, C language programs, with some extensions for CUDA, can be written and then compiled on a PathScale Open64 C compiler. The main advantage of the CUDA model lies in the use of a shared video memory among all the processing cores and threads that avoid multiple accesses to the video memory to retrieve the same data.
Image accessing and phase correlation
To achieve a perfect correspondance between the pixels that are going to be reconstructed into a height map, the computation the displacements between frames has to be done with hight accuracy. The input images can be ble accessed at a sub-pixel level if the images are copied into the GPU memory as a texture. In this way, the access to the input images can be done using non-integer coordinates. The texture accessing makes use of the fast bilinear interpolation routines that are present on the graphics card of the system.
The displacements between frames are obtained by using a phase correlation algorithm, which is based on the CUDAFFT functions provided by Nvidia in the CUDA SDK. The implementation includes also a two-dimensional CUDA kernel that performs a complex division and normalization for each pixel in parallel, invoking one thread per pixel.
Iterative phase computation
The three corresponding ROIs obtained with the phase correlation algorithm are used as the input for the first phase of the iterative phase computation algorithm, which can be done pixel-wise in a totally independent manner. This fact simplifies the parallel programming, which is done by the invocation of one thread per pixel triplet by using a two-dimensional CUDA kernel that sequentially computes all the operations.
However, the second phase of the algorithm requires, in addition to several pixel-wise multiplications and trigonometrical operations, the computation of a phase average. The best way of computing the average of a big set of numbers using a parallel computing architecture relies in the parallel reduction set of algorithms.
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This set of algorithms recursively reduce the output size by computing the local operation of each pair. On a high-level view, a parallel reduction on the GPU is an adjustment of the input and output texture sizes and element indexes. For a given vector of length M, the output of the first step is a M/2 vector. For each of its elements, the coordinates for the input array are adjusted so that they cover disjunct pairs. The values in these pairs are operated and the result is written to the corresponding output locations. This is recursively repeated until an array texture has been reduced to a single scalar, resulting on a logarithmic number of iterations. The actual implementation of the APSA phase 2 algorithm makes use of the parallel reduction primitives (CUDPP) included in the CUDA SDK to compute the sum of all the values of an array.
Phase unwrapping
Very little literature exists on the GPU implementation of phase unwrapping algorithms. Mstry 11 proposes a method to map the Lp Norm 7 algorithm to a NVIDIA GPU using CUDA. However, the complexity of the algorithm leads to very accurate results, but also very high computation times, which can be up to 2.5 seconds on a reference 600x300 image.
Our C implementation of the phase unwrapping method described in Sec.4, 12 provides sufficient accuracy with a computation time around 120ms. on a laptop CPU, which is suitable for our purposes. In our described method the data transfer rate is small compared with the computations needed. As described before, the rest of the operations of a height map construction are implemented on the GPU. Therefore, the CPU is idle most of the time. By moving the phase unwrapping routine to the CPU, we can concurrently compute the phase computations iteratively on the GPU and the phase unwrapping on the CPU, almost doubling up our frame rate with only the cost of an added latency in the display of the results.
Comparative performance
A mid-budget laptop with an Intel Quad core processor and an nVidia Quadro 3700 GPU has been selected as the main platform for our development and integration with the measuring prototype. The comparative performance of the different stages of the height map computation algorithm can be seen in table 2.
The GPU computing enhanced the topography computing's performance about 25 times respect to the reference MATLAB implementation. Experimental results show that an average of 10 iterations of the phase extraction algorithm is sufficient to obtain a convergent result with the needed accuracy. The concurrent execution on the GPU of the iterative phase extraction algorithm with the CPU-based phase extraction, presents computation times well bellow 200 ms. When the image size is set to 600x300 pixels the average times for a 
Scalability
To test the scalability of the solution, the software has been tested in several GPUs. It has been experimentally found that the computation process is computationally bound, as opposed to bound by data transfer. Therefore, the use of a GPU with more stream processors or cores, leads to an increment of speed almost proportional to the number of them added. Table 3 shows the times for a correlation and 10 iterations of the phase extraction algorithm in several GPU cards. 
CONCLUSIONS
According to our experiments, the sine projecting technique is a potential method for optically measuring a layer-like surface's surface topography. We have shown that the time-critical algorithms of topography computing can be executed very efficiently with a GPU-based parallel computing in a mid-budget laptop, enabling realtime topography measurement of 3x600x300 pixels when the topography map is about five frames per second. Nevertheless, our experiments show that the implementation performance is highly scalable across different standard GPUs which leads to increments of performance with simple hardware upgrades.
The prototype that integrated our solution, has a sine pattern illuminator structure integrated designed in a way that, in principle, it could be used also to measure the topography of rapidly moving surfaces. However, in the case of rapid motor lines, even up to 10-20 m/s, the lighting of the surface should be synchronized to the camera's photo capturing in the way that three consequent LED light pulses are illuminated during the same illumination time and image capture. This is facilitated by the automatic calibration method integrated in our solution, that provides for the robustness required for continuous and extensive use even at high speeds.
The photography geometry used in the project is most suited for matte-like surfaces and presents a decreased performance when trying to measure highly reflective surfaces. Chosing a mirror geometry for measuring could improve the results in case a shining surface needs to be used as a target.
